Lift Solutions

All-terrain cranes
## ATTACHMENT

| LSAT A001 | Counterweight | 5 |
| LSAT A002 | External Jump Start Cable | 6 |
| LSAT A003 | Support Plates | 7 |
| LSAT A004 | Rigging Adapter 6300L | 8 |
| LSAT A009 | Rigging Adapter 5150L | 8 |
| LSAT A005 | Aircraft Warning Light With Dual Function | 9 |
| LSAT A006 | Hose To Inflate Tyre | 10 |
| LSAT A007 | Cooling Box | 11 |
| LSAT A008 | Vacuum Cleaner | 12 |

## BOOM

| LSAT B008 | Rope Pulley On The Boom | 14 |
| LSAT B009 | Boom Dolly Preparation | 15 |
| LSAT B010 | Auxillary Jib Nose | 16 |
| LSAT B011 | Folding Railing On The Main Boom | 17 |

## CARRIER

| LSAT C007 | Driving Speed Limiter | 19 |
| LSAT C009 | Axle Load Distribution | 20 |
| LSAT C010 | Driver Cab Insulation Interior | 21 |
| LSAT C012 | Immobilizer | 22 |
| LSAT C013 | Reversing Light | 23 |
| LSAT C015 | Trailer Hitch | 24 |
| LSAT C016 | Fire Suppression System for Engine | 25 |
| LSAT C017 | Bird View | 26 |
| LSAT C018 | Additional Fog Lights And High Beam Headlights | 27 |
| LSAT C019 | Windshields Sunblind | 28 |
| LSAT C020 | Retractable Field Lighting | 29 |
| LSAT C021 | Winter Tyres | 30 |
HOOK BLOCK
LSAT H002 Manual Position Lock For Hook Block 32
LSAT H006 Round Headache Ball 33

SUPERSTRUCTURE
LSAT S002 Counterweight Detection 35
LSAT S003 Screen Sun Protection 36
LSAT S006 Megaphone 37
LSAT S007 Additional Fan 38
LSAT S008 Extendible Step Tread 39
LSAT S012 Field Lighting 40
LSAT S013 USB Socket 41
LSAT S016 Tray 42
LSAT S018 Front View Camera 43
LSAT S021 Aux Hoist Adapter 44

CRANE APPLICATION
LSAT Z004 Bio Hydraulic Oil 46
Attachment

Equipment to make work easier! Higher comfort, increase your visibility and help you maintaining your crane.
COUNTERWEIGHT

Bring your own logo on the counterweight.
Existing Models: GMK6400 / GMK4100L-1.
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
EXTERNAL JUMP START CABLE

Jump start cable for external starting 12m long with wire cross section of 70mm².
Existing Models: All GMKs
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
SUPPORT PLATES

Stabilize your crane with support plates out of steel or plastic.

Existing Models: GMK3060 - GMK7450.
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
RIGGING ADAPTER 6300L - 1

Adapter for rigging baseplate together with 9,5 to Counter weight plate.

Existing Models: GMK6030L-1.
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.

RIGGING ADAPTER 5150L

Adapter for rigging baseplate together other counterweight plates up to 21 t.

Existing Models: GMK5150 / 5150L.
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
AIRCRAFT WARNING LIGHT (DUAL)

Aircraft warning light with dual function permanent or flashing red light. Function can be changed with integrated switch.

Existing Models: GMK3060/4080-2/4100L-1/5150L/GMK5250L.

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
HOSE TO INFLATE TYRE

Hose to inflate Tyre with pressure range of 0-16 bar and Hose length of 15 Meter fitting to air boiler.

Existing Models: All GMKs

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
COOLING BOX

24V cooling box: cooling from 1 °C to 15 °C; (max 30°C below ambient) and heating from 50 °C to 65 °C.

Existing Models: All GMKs
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
VACUUM CLEANER

24 Volt vacuum cleaner for a quick cleaning.

Existing Models: All GMKs

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
Boom

This equipment related to the boom, increase safety level, better lifetime and adapt special requirement for lifting.
ROPE PULLEY ON THE BOOM
Rope pulley instead of sliding block on all telescope sections.

Existing Models: GMK5250L
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
BOOM DOLLY PREPARATION

Lugs welded on boom for boom Dolly preparation. Lugs and technical data have to be provided by dolly manufacturer.

Existing Models: GMK7450/GMK7550

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
AUXILIARY JIB NOSE

Auxiliary jib nose for two hook operation on the Jib.

Existing Models: GMK6400
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
FOLDING RAILING FOR MAIN BOOM

Folding railing on the main boom for new produced cranes only. No retrofit.

Existing Models: GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.

LSAT B011
Carrier

Equipment to increase crane capabilities on road and off road.
DRIVING SPEED LIMITER

Driving speed limiter for the crane at any requested speed.

Existing Models: All GMKs.
For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.

65 km/h
AXLE LOAD DISTRIBUTION

The axles 3 and 4 can be adjusted to a fixed value. This is controllable from the cab by switch.

Existing Models: GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
DRIVER CAB INSULATION

Self adhesive mat to protect all windows in Drivers Cab against light and heat.

Existing Models: GMK5180/GMK5200/GMK5250L/GMK6300L/GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
IMMOBILIZER

Immobilizer in drivers cab.

Existing Models: GMK3060/GMK6300L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
REVERSING LIGHTS

Two additional reversing lights.

Existing Models: GMK5250L/GMK6300L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
TRAILER HITCH

Trailer hitch with pneumatic remote actuation of pin locking. This includes status display in the drivers Cab.

Existing Models: GMK4100L-1/GMK5150L/GMK5250L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM FOR ENGINE

Fire suppression system for engine (carrier engine and/or super structure engine).

Existing Models: GMK5220

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
Bird View camera system 270°.

Existing Models: GMK3060/GMK5250L/GMK6300L-1/GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
ADDITIONAL FOG LIGHTS AND HIGH BEAM HEADLIGHTS

Additional fog lights and high beam headlights under the cab.

Existing Models: GMK4080-2/GMK4090/GMK4100L-1/GMK5150/GMK5150L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
CARRIER

WINDSHIELDS SUNBLIND

Windshields sunblind in the carrier cab.

Existing Models: GMK4080-2/GMK4090/GMK4100L-1/GMK5150/GMK5150L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
RETRACTABLE FIELD LIGHTING

Additional retractable field lighting.

Existing Models: GMK4080-2/GMK4090/GMK4100L-1/GMK5150L/GMK5250L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
WINTER TYRES

Winter tyres Michelin Sno plus.

Existing Models: GMK3060/4100L-1/GMK5150L/GMK5250L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
Two kinds of special hook blocks for customers with exceptional requirements.
MANUAL POSITION LOCK FOR HOOK BLOCK

Double hook with manual position lock (8 positions) of the hook for a 160 metric tons seven sheave hook block from ropeblock.

Existing Models: GMK5180/GMK5250L/GMK6300L-1

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
ROUND HEADACHE BALL

Round headache ball.

Existing Models: GMK3060/GMK4080-2/GMK4090/GMK4100L-1/GMK5150L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
Superstructure

Equipment to increase safety and comfort during crane operation.
COUNTERWEIGHT DETECTION

The counterweight slices are detected by sensors and provide values to the crane operating system. The LMI System only allows rigging codes once the counterweight is detected.

Existing Models: GMK6300L-1

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
SCREEN SUN PROTECTION FILM

Sun protection film for all SuperCab windows to reduce heat and solar radiation.

Provides additional shatter protection.

Existing Models: All GMKs

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
MEGAPHONE

Megaphone installation on superstructure cab for outside communication.

Existing Models: GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
ADDITIONAL FAN

Additional fan in the cab.

Existing Models: GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
EXTENDIBLE STEP TREAD

Electric extendible step tread.

Existing Models: GMK6300L-1/GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
FIELD LIGHTING

Additional work lights for field lighting at superstructure, on the left side and on the right side, switchable from superstructure.

Existing Models: GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
USB SOCKET

USB socket for the superstructure cab.

Existing Models: GMK4080-2/GMK4090/GMK4100L-1/GMK5150L/GMK5250L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
TRAY

Tray can be used as table or tablet holder.

Existing Models: GMK6300L-1/GMK6400

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
FRONT VIEW CAMERA

Front view camera for extended view from super structure cab for fixing hook block in road driving position.

Existing Models: GMK5250L

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
AUX HOIST ADAPTER

Allows quick change between auxiliary hoist and compensation counterweight.

Existing Models: GMK4100L-1

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with your specific product requirements.
Crane application

Special crane applications supporting requirements in a specific environment.
BIO HYDRAULIC OIL

Bio-Hydraulic Oil is a fully synthetic, quickly biodegradable hydraulic- and circulation oil based on synthetic esters. Due to its’ quick biodegradability it does not pollute the soil or the water.

Existing Models: All GMKs

For pricing and lead time, please contact your local dealer or the Lift Solutions Team with you specific product requirements.
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Lift Solutions

Regional headquarters

**Americas**
- Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA
  - Tel: +1 414 760 4600
- Shady Grove, Pennsylvania, USA
  - Tel: +1 717 597 8121
  - Fax: +1 717 597 4062

**Europe and Africa**
- Dardilly, France - TOWERS
  - Tel: +33 (0) 4 72 18 20 20
  - Fax: +33 (0) 4 72 18 20 00
- Wilhelmshaven, Germany - MOBILE
  - Tel: +49 (0) 4421 294 0
  - Fax: +49 (0) 4421 294 4301

**APAC**
- Shanghai, China
  - Tel: +86 21 6457 0066
  - Fax: +86 21 6457 4955

**Middle East and India**
- Dubai, UAE
  - Tel: +971 4 8862677
  - Fax: +971 4 8862678/79
- Singapore
  - Tel: +65 6264 1188
  - Fax: +65 6862 4040
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